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“ Achieving together 



The truck-mounted forklift, a tool which will
give you a competitive edge: full working
autonomy, constant flexibility, and greatly
increased effectiveness.

8- SERVICE4- POWER 5- COMFORT 6- CHOICE 7- EXPERTISE 9- APPLICATIONS 10- MOUNTING

In less than 1 minute, the MANITRANSIT is operational to unload your
lorry and delivery precisely where the customer wants.

Moreover, contrary to a crane, you have very quickly ready for use a material handling
device that is fully independent of the lorry.
In the end, YOU SAVE TIME AND MONEYYOU SAVE TIME AND MONEY: no waiting for a forklift to become available, you
deliver at once, anywhere (indoors/outdoors, hard terrain, narrow space, remote 
parking area…).

the same GOALSGOALS ”



To enable you to more quickly unload your lorry, we
offer you a unique concept: the MANITRANSIT.

Indeed this truck-mounted forklift is capable of moving a load
across the width of your platform without any additional
accessory and with optimum visibility, due to two innovative
technologies (telescopic boom and integral lateral motion).  

“ Making AMBITIOUSAMBITIOUS choices 



Big-Bags

INNOVATION

OPTIMIZE YOUR LOADING SPACE!OPTIMIZE YOUR LOADING SPACE!
The unique lateral motion system of the MANITRANSIT allows
moving the load 135 mm to the right or left for proper positioning.

SAVE UP TO 30 % OF YOUR TIME PER DELIVERY!SAVE UP TO 30 % OF YOUR TIME PER DELIVERY!
No need for telescopic forks, scissors… because the BOOM of the 
MANITRANSIT extends across the whole width of the platform:
you can unload from only one side.

with you ”



“ Changing your

When you see clearly what you are doing, you are more
effective: with the telescopic boom, you are chosing the
best possible solution to work comfortably and safely.

QUICK, ACCURATE UNLOADING!QUICK, ACCURATE UNLOADING!
When you load or unload your vehicle,
you get excellent forward visibility,
especially during the critical pallet
pick-up load adjustment operations
(right or left side motion).

VISIBILITY

SAFE MANOEUVRING!SAFE MANOEUVRING!
When you drive on rough terrain or in narrow spaces, the MANITRANSIT
offers you a 360° field of vision.



V IEWVIEW of things ”



“ Deserving your CONFIDENCECONFIDENCE

The driver's safety is of course central to our approach: it has always been
part of our values.

Like all our MANITOU forklifts, your MANITRANSIT truck-mounted forklift goes
through numerous stability tests from design to delivery.
To further increase active safety and enable you to work with complete peace of
mind, our MANITRANSITS are fitted with two proprietary features as standard:
"total braking" and "turning speed regulator".



TOTAL BRAKING:TOTAL BRAKING:
To ensure that you are in full control of your machine, a
single pedal successively disconnects the transmission
and applies the parking brake.

SAFETY

TURNING SPEED REGULATOR:TURNING SPEED REGULATOR:
This system automatically calculates
machine speed according to turning angle.

MANITOU SAFETY GUARANTEE:MANITOU SAFETY GUARANTEE:
Stability testing on platform (EN 1459
standards), dynamic stability tests, cab
strength tests (ROPS-FOPS standards),
overload indicators… we leave nothing
to chance!

in all situations ”



“ Giving you the STRENGTHSTRENGTH
To manoeuvre on rough terrain, drive over obstacles,
or handle heavy loads, you need power.

To meet your needs, our range includes both industrials
models and rough-terrain models. Their performance has
been increased with still more powerful engines.

MAXIMUM MOTIVITY!MAXIMUM MOTIVITY!
Whatever the type of terrain, you
want a machine to handle it: all our
MANITRANSITS feature three-wheel
drive and an antiskid system.

MORE POWER!MORE POWER!
Just as with your truck, your
MANITRANSIT should offer
you power suited to your
needs: our range is fitted
with 27 HP to 50 HP engines.



POWER

to do it all ”



In our daily dialogue, we share with you the firm belief that comfort is synonymous with
productivity.

You will appreciate the comfort of the MANITRANSIT, compared to a crane or another truck-mounted
forklift: operator comfort, easy manoeuvring, driving ergonomics, low noise.

COMFORT

FAST DRIVING!FAST DRIVING!
For increased effectiveness on the move, while retaining unique
comfort, the new proprietary joystick of your MANITRANSIT
incorporates the reversing control. No more unnecessary
movements: the left hand remains on the wheel, while the right
hand operates all the machine movements.

A TRUE DRIVING SPACE!A TRUE DRIVING SPACE!
With the most spacious cab in the market,
the MANITRANSIT is the most comfortable
solution to unload a lorry.

“ Completing your



job with SATISFACTIONSATISFACTION ”



TMT 20 20 S TMT 20 20 S 
and TMT 20 20 SRand TMT 20 20 SR
� Rough-terrain type
� Max capacity = 2000 kg
� Ultralight
� Stabilisers
� Long boom ("R" model)

TMT 25 20 C TMT 25 20 C 
and TMT 25 15 CRand TMT 25 15 CR
� Semi-industrial type
� Max capacity = 2500 kg
� Long boom ("CR" model)

TMT 20 17 CTMT 20 17 C
� Semi-industrial type
� Max capacity = 2000 kg
� Ultralight

“ Let your R E Q U I R E M E N T SR E Q U I R E M E N T S



TMT 25 20 SR TMT 25 20 SR 
and TMT 2520 SR XTand TMT 2520 SR XT
� Rough-terrain type
� Max capacity = 2500 kg
� Stabilisers
� Long boom
� Extra Traction ("XT" model)

TMT 25 25 STMT 25 25 S
� Rough-terrain type
� Max capacity = 2500 kg
� "Poultry" special
� Stabilisers

TMT 25 20 SR 4WTMT 25 20 SR 4W
and TMT 25 20 SR XT 4Wand TMT 25 20 SR XT 4W
� Rough-terrain type
� Max capacity = 2500 kg
� Stabilisers
� 4-Way steering
� Extra Traction

CHOICE

Because each customer is unique, the MANITRANSIT is ADAPTABLEADAPTABLE. Our
range will adapt to all your needs. But we can go still further with numerous
accessories and options…

Your MANITRANSIT, you define it!

guide you ”



EXPERTISE

(Whether on the move when the MANITRANSIT is behind your vehicle) or
during delivery, you can be sure to have with you the most reliable and
rugged truck in the market.

On the road, you face hardships: rain, snow, salt…
Your MANITRANSIT forklift has been designed to withstand all these conditions.

“ Letting you benefit 



SPECIALISTS TO ANSWER YOUR REQUIREMENTSSPECIALISTS TO ANSWER YOUR REQUIREMENTS
To make you benefit from a flexibility and responsiveness suited to your requirements,
we chose to work as a team, to gather all our skills on a site fully dedicated to the
MANITRANSIT.

A RUGGED MACHINEA RUGGED MACHINE
To guarantee an optimum lifetime for our machines, our frames and booms fully 
protect all sensitive items: hoses, actuators, electrical connections… The chassis is
treated by cataphoresis to ensure optimal life to the paintwork. From 
component purchasing to delivery of your truck-mounted forlklift, we pay special
attention to the reliability of our products.

from our KNOW-HOWKNOW-HOW ”



“ Fulfilling our COMMITMENTCOMMITMENT



Your MANITRANSIT reflects all the expertise, experience and
know-how of a leading manufacturer and this also applies to
your dealer. 

Through technical expertise and personnel availability, the
specific equipment for servicing your equipment, the quality of
Original Spare Parts and accessories, specific solutions for
financing, insuring, renting and servicing, your dealer supports
you throughout the life of your Manitou.

The success of a partnership is measured over time.

At the 600 MANITOU SERVICE600 MANITOU SERVICE
POINTS POINTS in the world, nearly
1000 customer service
technicians are trained every
year as true professionals

to your service.

95% of MANITOU spare parts are shipped THROUGHOUT THETHROUGHOUT THE
WORLD WORLD within 24 hours: a responsiveness you need.

NETWORK- SERVICE

to you ”



“ Our greatest S U C C E S S  S U C C E S S  is

Your are the best placed to talk about the MANITRANSIT because you live with
it daily, in all conditions and on all roads of the world.

Building materials

Transport and trade

Gas

Farm product 
distribution



yours ”

Poultry

Big-Bags

APPLICATIONS

Turf

Recycling

4-Way



To adapt our forklifts to your vehicle, our engineers have designed a complete
MOUNTING KIT that can be adapted to any type of road assembly: truck, trailer,
articulated truck… including sheeted or low-slung vehicles.

With our experience, we are by your side to advise you when you purchase your truck.

TRUCK MOUNTING

“ A passion for the 

ANALYSING YOUR NEEDSANALYSING YOUR NEEDS
From the vehicle's technical data (body shop or
conformity certificate), we advise you on the best
choices.

THE MOUNTING KITTHE MOUNTING KIT
The mounting kit consists of 2
sleeves, 2 retractable supports and
an under rung bar (EC standard).
This kit has been designed for easy
installation by any body shop from
drawings we supply.



ROAD ROAD ”
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